Please be honest. Many of the ideas I am using to help you learn are new to me and I would like to improve. Your feedback is an important part of this process.

1. How has the article and discussion about fixed and growth mind-sets affected you?


3. On the worksheet on the chain rule and implicit differentiation did making a mini-schedule leading up to the exam help you study?

4. What are your feelings about the homework and lesson that dealt with "What good math solutions look like?"

5. What are your feelings about the homework that had you categorize problems instead of actually solving the problems?
6. What do you think about ‘Note-Taking Pairs?’ Recall we did this for the chain rule, implicit differentiation and the reading about what to eat before an exam.

7. What do you think when I tell you about some of the neuroscience, psychology and biology that helps me come up with the lessons?

8. What did you think about making up your own problems about related rates and inverse trig functions?

9. What are your feelings about mind-maps?

10. Is there anything else you would like me to know?